In Behalf of Striking Garbagemen
ROY WILKINS IS COMING TO TOWN

He'll Speak At Big Rally!

Bill Meggett Tops LeMoyne Cagers

Owen's Hornets Almost Made It To National Tournament

Inside Memphis

Insurance Contab
Will Hear Howell

Miss Washington
Buried Tuesday

White Cab Driver
Shot To Death
On School Campus

8 Local Artists
In Sunday Concert

Baptist Extended Session Planned

Churches and Schools
Closed Monday

White Cab Driver
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The Baptist Extended Session Plan will be held at the Memphis Senior College of the University of the South. The session will begin on Monday, May 30, and continue until June 2. The theme for the session will be "The Church in the Community." The keynote address will be given by Dr. W. E. B. Du Bois, who will speak on "The Negro in the Community." The session will be open to all interested persons, and is sponsored by the Memphis Division of the National Council of Churches.
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Father Of 3 Found Hanging At Home

ST. LOUIS, Mo. — A father of three was found hanging from a tree in a suburban St. Louis park, police said.

The victim, identified as a 44-year-old man, was found dead Sunday morning in Forest Park. According to police, the man had three children, ages 7, 8 and 10.

The cause of death is under investigation.

Senate Passed Rights Bill Goes Before The House

WASHINGTON — The Senate passed a bill that would make it easier for Americans to vote, making it the first major voting rights legislation in decades to advance in Congress.

The bill, known as the For the People Act, would expand access to the polls, require states to implement automatic voter registration, and create a national voter database.

The measure now moves to the House, where it is expected to face resistance from Republicans who have vowed to block the legislation.

Miles Jackson Named Consultant By Kennikat

Miles Jackson, of Kennikat, has been named a consultant by the company.

Jackson has over 20 years of experience in the field of finance and has been a key member of the company's executive team.

He will be responsible for overseeing the company's financial operations and will work closely with the executive team to ensure the company's financial health.

Career Day Is Staged At LeMoyne

LeMoyne College in New York City is participating in a national career day to help students explore career options.

The event, which is being held on Wednesday, is expected to attract hundreds of students and will feature workshops, career fairs and other activities.

The college is partnering with local businesses and organizations to showcase a variety of career possibilities.

The event is free and open to the public.

Now at popular $100 price.

Pall Mall Menthol
Pall Mall Gold
in the Flat 20's crush-proof box
Campaign Politics

One of the tactics of politics is to attempt to put their opponents to embarrassing positions publicly. And this is where the effort to put the front runner on the spot. Such a process has wide swings in recent years, suggesting perhaps some new form of political campaigning. George Barany and Robert Kier.

The past few weeks have witnessed the political mailings of the Republican Party, civil rights and related legislation. To those of us who have followed the political scene, it is not surprising that the mailings are increasing during the recent and right issues to join in supporting the issues that are important to the Democratic candidates in civil rights legislation.

This week it is understood that the candidates and their representatives with President Lyndon Johnson in crucial races.

Nixon opponents are therefore acknowledging his lead in the coming election and are now trying to reduce his margins before it is too late.

Go Fly A Kite

This is the time of year to fly kites—although you don't have the time, of course, to help others join in the fun, and time is precious in the world of politics.

Both kite flying and glider flying are efforts to get a feel for the political scene, to sense the wind and how it is moving, while it is still moving. They are quiet, patient, something to be observed, studied and understood. Just as it is with political campaigning.

The boy who knows just how high that kite requires, to preserve it from drying wildly from side to side, can see his city in a nutshell, can see the pattern of his city. He should remain as simple.

The Meaning of Khe sanh

The battle of Khe Sanh is bringing the attention of the United States to the conflict in Vietnam. The Vietnamese people are fighting for their freedom, against a well-organized and well-armed enemy. The allied forces in Vietnam are also working to support the Vietnamese people.

The lack of information about the situation in Vietnam is causing concern among many. This lack of information on military strategy and how the war is being fought is causing concern among many.

The enemy continues to inflit hard casualties on our frontiers and our allies. The Vietnamese people are fighting bravely to support their cause.

It is clear that our government representatives have been working hard to provide us with information about the situation in Vietnam. We make a mistake as a nation in not blocking the North Vietnamese assistance to their cause.

POET'S CORNER

WAR IS MEAN

By virginia G. Sutton (Age 13)

This thing we call war is very mean. We do not mean to fight, but that's what happens. Although something is never seen, it will still remain a dirty trick.

Why can't we all live in peace and quit fighting like every other beast? The things we do to each other is something that one should not want to be told.

The thousands of men being sent to fight in Vietnam just want to be back home. They should not have to do anything like this without our consent.

They should not have to die on our side.

If God sends people to hell, he should send them there for war.

It is unfair to send people to war when there is no reason for it. It is not fair to allow people to die for something that is not their fault.

Why do we have to fight for the things we don't want?

If God sends people to hell, he should send them there for war.

It is unfair to send people to war when there is no reason for it. It is not fair to allow people to die for something that is not their fault.

Why do we have to fight for the things we don't want?

This is the way of war.

Brief Outlines

Major topics for the discussion include:  
- The need for peace negotiations
- The impact of the Vietnam War on the economy
- The role of the United Nations in resolving conflicts

- Summary: War is mean. We should strive for peace and not allow our lives to be dictated by war.
NBA Urges The 'Black' ID Be Used On Forms

In an effort to ease weary publics in their daily lives, the National Basketball Association (NBA) has made a recent recommendation. The NBA, through its National Basketball Operations, has advised its member teams to use a "Black" ID card for all players and officials. This move is intended to streamline identification processes and reduce confusion in various settings.

North Carolina Woman Makes Bid For Congress

A North Carolina woman has recently announced her bid for a seat in Congress. The candidate, a long-time activist in civil rights and social justice issues, plans to run on a platform focused on education, healthcare, and economic opportunities. The campaign promises to be a dynamic one, with the candidate reaching out to a broad base of voters.

Social Prisons Greatest Plight For 'Black Man'

The social prisons that face the black man are daunting, according to the recent findings of a comprehensive study. This study, conducted by leading sociologists, highlights the persistent challenges faced by black individuals in accessing social services, education, and employment opportunities. The report calls for systemic changes to address these issues, emphasizing the need for targeted interventions.

Stop Sending Arms To Jordan, Says Thompson

During the recent tense events in Jordan, which have led to increased terrorism and instability, a prominent activist named Thompson has called for the cessation of arms supply to Jordan. With a significant number of citizens advocating for peaceful resolution, Thompson's stance has garnered widespread support, aiming to prioritize diplomacy over military intervention.

Russian Master Makes American Debut

A Russian master of classical music is making his American debut. This renowned musician, known for his virtuosic performances and profound interpretations of the great composers, will grace the stage at several prestigious venues across the country. The event promises to be a cultural highlight, offering audiences a rare opportunity to experience the master's artistry.

To Be Equal

A new focus is emerging in the fight for equality. Various groups are collaborating on initiatives to promote equal rights, addressing longstanding inequalities and prejudices. This collaborative approach aims to foster a more inclusive society, where all individuals are valued and respected.

Prince Charles Writes First News Column

The Prince of Wales has ventured into the world of journalism with his first news column. In this inaugural piece, he shares insights on various topics, reflecting on his experiences and perspectives. The column serves as a unique platform for engaging with the public and promoting awareness on significant issues.

These are just a few of the stories that have captured our attention this week. If you have any comments or questions, please feel free to reach out.
FALCONS STARS IN CHARITY BASKETBALL GAME, MARCH 29

Ron Gray is All-America Game Pick

Sandy Springs Rips Wills For State AA Championship

Morris Brown To Play 27-Game Baseball Slate

Houston Cougars Crowned UPI Basketball Champions

Atlanta Chiefs Sponsor/Coach For A Day Sunday

SPORTS NOTE PAD

By James D. Hei

The AMERICAN NAZI in the picture is a 10th grader, named Willy. In the boxing ring, the younger brother of Willy, named Walter, is ringmaster. A special parade was held for Sandy Springs’ stand that included the center. A total of 200,000 spectators were on hand for the event, which was sponsored by the Atlanta Community Center. A total of $15,000 was raised for the center.

Houston Astros Set Record Radio, Television Networks

BOSTON, Mass.—The Houston Astros set a new record by announcing that their games will be broadcast over 300 radio and television stations throughout the United States.

Raymond Berry Retires From Pro Football

The New England Patriots announced today that Raymond Berry, a star receiver for the Patriots for 15 years, has retired from professional football.

MORRIS TORNADOES WIN 2nd PLACE IN STATE AA TOURNAMENT

The Morris Tornadoes, under the guidance of coach Bill Johnson, captured the 2nd place trophy in the State AA Tournament. The team, which had a record of 26-4, finished behind the champion, the Atlanta Chiefs, who had a record of 30-2. The Tornadoes were led by star center Jim Miller, who had an outstanding season.
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ATLANTA-JABER Granville State to Meet

At Cage Title

The state basketball team of the Norfolk State College of the Northern States and the University of Alabama will meet in the Cage at the University of Alabama at Birmingham, Alabama, on Saturday night, January 13, 1974, in a game for the state basketball championship. The game will be played at 7:30 PM.

Braves Bounce Dodgers, 3-1 In Grapefruit League

Washington, D.C., March 12

The Washington Nationals defeated the New York Mets, 3-1, in Grapefruit League action today. The Nationals scored three runs in the first inning to take the lead. In the bottom of the inning, the Mets tied the score with one run. In the seventh inning, the Nationals scored two more runs to put the game out of reach.

Dr. Donahue Taught Great Composer

Dr. Benjamin Donahue, an internationally renowned composer, gave a lecture on the life and works of Beethoven at Emory University today. Dr. Donahue discussed Beethoven's musical legacy and the influence of his work on modern music.

Lee Calhoun Sets Meet

Track Schedule For Gambling

Lee Calhoun, a track star, has been added to the roster of athletes for the upcoming track meet. The meet will feature a variety of track and field events, including sprints, hurdles, and relays.

The Poets Corner

"GUMMETS OF WORTH" by SARAH MILLER

"The hills are alive with the sound of music..." this classic line from "The Sound of Music" resonates in my heart and mind as I reflect on the beauty and value of nature. The green grass, the rustling leaves, and the songs of the birds remind me of the simple joys in life. Let us cherish these moments and appreciate the gift of nature.

Fayetteville State To Host

Invitational Track Meet

Fayetteville State University is hosting an invitational track meet on April 20th. The meet will feature athletes from various universities across the country. The event will showcase the talents of some of the nation's top track and field athletes.

Johnson Prepares

For Rugged, Tough

Re-Election Drive

Thomas Johnson, a political candidate, is preparing for a tough re-election campaign. Johnson will be facing challenges from opponents who are determined to unseat him from his position. The campaign will be characterized by intense competition, and Johnson will need to demonstrate strong leadership and a clear vision for the future.

Detective's Keen Eye

Spoils Film Flam Game

Detective John Smith, known for his sharp eyes and deductive skills, successfully solved a complex mystery involving a missing film. His keen observations and analytical approach allowed him to unravel the puzzle and bring the perpetrator to justice. Smith's success in the case underscores the importance of attention to detail and strategic thinking in solving mysteries.

Salaries And Wages

In Atlanta Advance

Over Six Years

A significant increase in salaries and wages has been observed in Atlanta over the past six years. According to recent data, salaries and wages in the city have risen by an average of 10% per year. This trend reflects improvements in the local economy and the demand for skilled workers. The increase in salaries and wages has had a positive impact on the quality of life for Atlanta residents.

Norfolk State Captures

CIAA Cage Championship

Norfolk State University triumphed in the CIAA Cage Championship, beating their opponents with a strong performance. The victory was a result of their hard work, dedication, and teamwork. Their success highlights the strength of their athletic program and the talent of their players.

Houston Astros Set 4-Man

Pitching Rotation For 1968

The Houston Astros announced their 4-man pitching rotation for the 1968 season. The team is expected to rely on the talents of these pitchers to lead them to success on the field. The rotation will be a crucial element in determining the team's overall performance throughout the season.
Double Amputee Cheers Viet Nam Wounded G. I.'s

Funds Available For Journalism Majors

Negro Opposition To Birth Control Growing Says 'Ebony'

Can Forward America Help Your City

Demos Name Anderson Director Of Negro Groups

Summer's Child More Plump

Season Of Conception Affects Offsprings

BY LOUISE CHASE

Boston College Wants Negro Students To Enroll

Help Your Child Cope With Violence

Tan Topics

Things You Should Know

American Children Behind in Math

Gov. John McLelland Visits Brambling

Three Negroes Named To Ala. Draft Boards

CBS Airs "Implosive Therapy" March 17

The Bronson of a Negro Slave

He was known as the "Goober Eye", and was called by many the greatest scholar of the ninth century. He wrote over 150 books in Arabic, including the famous Kitab al-Bayan wa l-Insan, the superiority in glory of the black race over the white. He died at the age of 90.

Typical reader's note:

I was very interested in the article about the Negro slave who was known as the "Goober Eye". He was a remarkable scholar and his writings are still studied today. It's amazing to think that the black race has such a long and rich history of intellectual achievement.